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1. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS AND A STATEMENTOF THE RFSULTS 
Let Sz G R3 be a bounded domain with a smooth bounding surface S. Let 
the sequence of eigenvalues 
O<A,d&<&< “. <ij< .‘. -co as j-co, (1.1) 
counted according to multiplicity of the following impedance problem, be 
given; 
(A,+ll)u=O in 52, 
;+yu=o 
(1.2) 
on S, 
where A, is the Laplace operator in XYZ-space, a/an denotes differen- 
tiation along the inward pointing normal to the bounding surface S, y is a 
positive constant, and u E C2(sZ) n C(0). Determine the geometry of the 
domain Q and the impedance y from the asymptotic form of the trace 
function 
63(t) = tr(eed3’) = f eK’J’, (1.3) 
j= I 
for small positive 2. 
Zayed [6] has investigated problem (1.2) for either small or large 
impedance y and has shown that: 
(i) If O<ye 1 (i.e., rJO), 
V s 1 - - 
@(‘) = (~~~)3,2 + lent+ 1.~,$,2~,,2 cH- 3Y) ds+ o(t”‘)? (l-4) 
which is valid for small positive t and for small positive y (i.e., y JO). 
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(ii) If y % 1 (i.e., y T co), 
Q(f) = (~~~3’2 
--v-$-{S-2y’~sHdS} 
+ HdS+ O(t”‘), (1.5) 
which is valid for small positive t and for large positive y (i.e., y t co). 
In these formulae, V and S are respectively the volume and the surface 
area of Q, while H = $( l/R, + l/R,), where R, and R2 are the principal 
radii of curvature. 
Formulae (1.4) and (1.5) are in agreement with Pleijel’s formulae [3] if 
y = 0 (Neumann problem) and y = co (Dirichlet problem). We also note 
that formula (1.5) is in agreement with Waechter’s formula [4] if y = co. 
Our objective in this paper is to discuss the following problem: Let Q = 
{(r,8,~):aQr~b,Od8~~,O~~d2n} beasphericalshell.Supposethat 
the spectrum of eigenvalues (1.1) is known exactly for the impedance 
problem 
(d,+/l)u=O in 52, (1.6) 
au 
( 1 ~+Ylu ,-=I7 =o, (~+Y2u)r~b=o, 
(1.7) 
where y1 and y2 are positive constants. 
The basic problem is that of determining the geometry of the spherical 
shell G and the impedances y1 and y2. This problem is attacked by a careful 
analysis of the asymptotic behaviour of the trace function Q(t) for small 
positive t. 
Zayed [S] has investigated problem (1.6) and (1.7) in the following 
special cases and has obtained: 
Case 1. If y, = y2 = 0 (Neumann conditions on r = a, r = b), 
Q(t) = 
4n(b3 - a’) + 4n(b2 + a’) + 4n(b + a) 
3(47rt)3’2 167rt 12n3/2tv2 
(1.8) 
which is valid for small positive t. 
W/130/1-6 
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Case 2. If yi = 0, yz = 00 (Neumann condition on r = a, Dirichlet 
condition on r = b), 
Q(r) =47c(b3 -a’) + 47c(a2 - b2) + 47c(b + a) 
3(47ct)3’2 16nt 12K3/2t1/2 
(1.9) 
which is valid for small positive t. 
Case 3. If y, = co, y2 = 0 (Dirichlet condition on r = a, Neumann 
condition on r = b), 
Q(t) = 
4n(b3 - a’) + 4n(b2 -a’) + 4n(b + a) 
3(47rt)3’2 167~ 12X3/2tu2 
--- + O(t), 
which is valid for small positive t. 
Case 4. If y1 = y2 = 03 (Dirichlet conditions on r = a, r = b), 
Q(t) =4n(b3--u3) 4n(b2+a2)+4n(b+a) 
3(47Tt)3’2 - 1671~ 12z3/2t1/2 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
which is valid for small positive t. 
Let us now write down a statement of the results of our basic problem 
(1.6) and (1.7) which will be constructed in Section 4 in the following cases: 
Case 1. IfO<y,, y2*1 (i.e.,y,, y210), 
Q(f) = 
4n(b3-a3)+4n(b2+a2)+ 1 
3(4nt)3’2 167~ 12K312t1/2 
.{4nb2(;-3,,)+4zu2(-+,,)}+o(t1~2), (1.12) 
which is valid for small positive t and for both y, , y2 JO. 
The asymptotic expansion (1.12) may be interpreted as: 
(i) Q= spherical shell and we have the impedance boundary 
conditions (1.7) with small impedances y, and y2, or 
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(ii) L?= bounded domain has volume V=4rc(b3 --a’)/3 and its 
surface area S= 4n(b2 + a*) has the mean curvatures (l/b - 3y,) and 
((l/a - 3y,) together with Neumann boundary conditions on the 
boundaries. 
We note that formula (1.12) is in agreement with the formula (1.8) if 
y1= y* = 0. 
Case 2. IfO<y,@l, y2$l (i.e., yi/O, y2t00), 
9(t)=4rr(b3-a3)+4n{a2-(b2-2by,‘)} 
3(4nt)3’2 16rct 
+ {47rb2(llb) +47m2(lla- 301 + @p2) 
12nwp 3 (1.13) 
which is valid for small positive t and for y, JO, y2 7 co. 
The asymptotic expansion (1.13) may be interpreted as: 
(i) 52 = spherical shell and we have the impedance boundary 
conditions (1.7) with small impedance y1 and large impedance y2, or 
(ii) sZ= bounded domain has volume Y=4z(b3 -a3)/3 and its 
surface has the mean curvatures l/b, (l/a - 3y,) and a part of this surface 
has the area 47ca* with Neumann conditions and the other part of the 
surface has the area 47c(b2 - 2by;‘) with Dirichlet conditions. 
We note that formula (1.13) is in agreement with the formula (1.9) if 
y1 =0 and y2= 00. 
Case 3. Ify,gl, O<y,Gl (i.e., ylfco, y2JO), 
~(t)=4n(b3-a3)+4x{b2-(a2-2ay;1)} 
3(4lTt)3’2 16nt 
+ {4nb2(llb - 3~~) + 47m*(lla)} + 
12Xv*p 
o(ti,2) 3 (1.14) 
which is valid for small positive t and for y1 7 03, y2 JO. 
The asymptotic expansion (1.14) may be interpreted as: 
(i) Q= spherical shell and we have the impedance boundary 
conditions (1.7) with large imedance y i and small impedance y2, or 
(ii) 52 = bounded domain has volume V=4n(b3 - a3)/3 and its 
surface has the mean curvatures (l/b - 3y,), l/a and a part of this surface 
has the area 4nb* with Neumann conditions and the other part of the 
surface has the area 4n(a2 - 2ay; ‘) with Dirichlet Conditions. 
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that formula (1.14) is in agreement 
y*=o. 
Ifyl,y291 (i.e., y1,y2t~), 
with the formula (1.10) if 
,(t)=4n(b3-a3) 4z{b2+a2-2(ay;‘+by,‘)) 
3(47rt)3’2 - 16rrt 
+ {471b*(llb) + 4~a2(l/41 + o(tl,2) 
l&pt’/2 > (1.15) 
which is valid for small positive t and for both yr, y2 r co. 
The asymptotic expansion (1.15) may be interpreted as: 
(i) L2 = spherical shell and we have the impedance boundary 
conditions (1.7) with large impedances y1 and y2, or 
(ii) Q = bounded domain has volume V=4n(b3 -a3)/3 and its 
surface area S= 47r{b* + a2 - 2(ay;’ + by;‘)) has the mean curvatures l/b 
and l/a together with Dirichlet boundary conditions on the boundaries. 
We note that formula (1.15) is in agreement with the formula (1.11) if 
yl=y*=m. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM 
Following the method of Kac [ 11, it is easy to show that the trace 
function s(t) associated with problem (1.6) and (1.7) is given by 
e(t) = jjj G(X, X; t) fl, (2.1) 
a 
where G(X, X’; t) is the Green’s function for the heat equation 
(2.2) 
subject to the impedance boundary conditions (1.7) and the initial 
condition 
lim G(X, X’; t) = 6(X -Xl), (2.3) 
1-O 
where 6(X-X’) is the Dirac delta function located at the source point 
X=X’. 
The points X = (X, Y, Z) and X’ = (r, Y’, Z’) belong to the shell 52 
bounded by r = a and r = b. 
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Let us write 
where 
G(X, X’; t) = G,(X, X’; t) + x(X, X’; t), (2.4) 
is the “fundamental solution” of the heat equation (2.2) while x(X, X’; t) is 
a “regular solution” chosen in such a way that G(X, X’; t) satisfies the 
impedance boundary conditions (1.7). 
On setting X’ = X we find that 
O(t) = 
47c(b3 - a3) 
3(47ct)3’2 
+ K(f), 
where 
K(r) = /I[ x(X x; t) dx. R 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
Formula (2.6) tells us that if we expand s(t) as an asymptotic series, for 
small positive t, then the first term reveals the volume V= 4n(b3 - a3)/3 of 
the spherical shell Q. 
The problem now is to determine the asymptotic expansion of K(t), for 
small positive t. In what follows we shall use Laplace transforms with 
respect to “t” and use “s”’ as the Laplace transform parameter; thus we 
define 
c(X, X’; s2) = Jb+ m e -“*‘G(X, X’; t) dt. (2.8) 
An application of the Laplace transform to the heat equation (2.2) shows 
that G(X, X’; s2) satisfies the three-dimensional membrane equation 
(A, - s2) G(X, X’; s2) = -6(X - X’) in Sz, (2.9) 
together with the impedance boundary conditions (1.7). 
The asymptotic expansion of K(t), for small positive t, may then be 
deduced directly from the asymptotic expansion of R(i(s2), for large positive 
s. On using the spherical polar coordinates (r, 8,4) with X= r sin 8 cos 4, 
Y = r sin 8 sin $, and Z = r cos 0, we find that the Laplace transform of K(t) 
is formally given by 
r’X(r, 64, r, 6,q% s2) sin 8 dr de d& (2.10) 
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3. CONSTRUCTION OF GREEN'S FUNCTION 
It is well known that Eq. (2.9) has the fundamental solution 
G&, 8, fjs, r’, e’, $4’; s2) = exp{ -slX - X’] } 
47rlX - X’I 
=$ f. (2m + 1) i&r’) k&r) P,(cos a), (3.1) 
where CI is the angle subtended at the origin by the line joining the field 
point X and the source point X’ and P, is the Legendre polynomial of 
degree m. We note that 
i&r) = $ 
( 1 
w 112 
1, + 1,2(~~), 
n 
k,(sr) = - 
( > 2sr 
K m + I&), 
where L + 1l2 and Km + 1l2 are the modified Bessel functions. 
On solving Eq. (2.9) we deduce that if r’ d r < b, 
G(r, 8, 4, r’, 81, 4’; s2) 
m s(2m+l) = C{ 2rr2 i&r’) k,(sr) + A,k,(sr) + B,i,(sr) P,(cos LY), m=O 1 
(3.2) 
and if r’ 2 r > a, 
G(r, e, fj, r’, e’, 4’; s2) 
s(2m+ 1) = 
f { 2n2 i,(sr) k,(sr’) + A,k,(sr) + B,i,(sr) 
P,(cos ct), 
I??=0 1 
(3.3) 
where A, and B, are constants to be determined. 
Now, it is straightforward to show that the impedance boundary 
conditions (1.7) give 
A =Gm+l) 
m 2n2D, i II&,(sa) + y1 L(~a)lC~LW) + r2LW)l k&r’) 
- [$&a) + y, i,(sa)][&(sb) + y,k,(sb)] i&r’)} (3.4) 
and 
B m = “($i ’ ) { [s&&a) + y 1 k&a)] [skh(sb) + y&&b)] i&r’) 
m 
- Cd&a) + rIL(~a)lC%hb) + y2Usb)l Usr’)) (3.5) 
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where 
D,= [si~(sa)+r,i,(sa)][sk~(sb)+y,k,(sb)] 
- [sk;(su) + y1k,(su)][siL(sb) + y,i,(sb)]. (3.6) 
Since the parameter s > 0 and the impedances yi, yZ > 0 and it is known 
that (see, for example, [S]) the cross-product of modified Bessel functions 
and their derivatives cannot have real positive zeros, it follows that D, #O. 
From (3.2k(3.6) we obtain the Green’s function 
G(r, 8, 4, r’, 8’, 4’; s2) 
and if we put r’ = r, 8’ = 8, and 4’ = 4 we find that Eq. (2.9) has the regular 
solution 
- 2[sik(sa) + y1 i,(sa)lCsk~(sb) + y,k,(sb)] i,(sr) k,(sr) 
If we insert (3.7) into (2.10) and integrate, we find after some reduction 
that 
(3.8) 
where 
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and 
zm+,,2(Sb)K m + */*(Sb) - bsZ:, + l,2(>T$;bi 
2 m+ wtsb) 
- r:, + &bl Km + &b) - 
YZL+ dsb) 
s*Mm + ,,,W) + &Jm + &b) 
{s~~+,,*ts~)+Y,z~+,,2ts~)~ - 
m+,,2(SI:,+~,2(Sb)+Y2Zm+,,2tSb)~’ t3”o) 
where 
R m+ I/2 = Csr:,, ,,2b)+~,Zm+ 1,2b)lC6n+ 1,2W) + ~2Kn+ v2W)l 
- [IN:, + ,,2b) + Y I Kn+ 1,2b)l CsG + ,,2W) + yzZ,n + ,,,W)l. 
The series (3.8) in fact diverges since K(t) behaves like l/t for small positive 
t; however, this difficulty may easily be removed by deducing the 
asymptotic expansion for large positive s of 
RN(s2)=u2 f (m+;)j”,(m+&s)-b* f (m+4)f2(m+&s). (3.11) 
m=O m=O 
Inversion of the Laplace transform gives K,,,(t) and we may then write 
K(t) = /+yp KN( t). (3.12) 
On applying a Watson transformation [4] to (3.1 l), we write 
vfi(v; s) tan 7cv dv, (3.13) 
where the contour C, encloses the simple poles at v = $, 1, . . . . (N+ 1). 
For the imaginary part of v is either positive or negative, and tan nv may 
be expanded as a series of exponentials; however, only the leading terms 
tanrcv=i[l+o(l)] if Im(v)>O and tannv= -$1+0(l)] if Im(v)cO, 
where o( 1) = O(ee2”“), are required for the asymptotic expansion of KN(s2) 
for large positive s. The neglected exponential terms give rise to terms 
which are exponentially small for s -+ cc and therefore asymptotically 
negligible, and they play no part in determining the behaviour of e(t) for 
small positive t. Thus, for large positive s, we write 
il’j-oNv!,(v;~)dv-b2_b2Nv/2(v;s)dv] [1+0(l)], (3.14) 
0 
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It now follows that the functionsf,(v; S) and fz(v; S) may be expressed in 
terms of the asymptotic expansions of the modified Bessel functions and 
their derivatives due to Olver [Z]; these expansions for large positive s are 
uniformly valid in v for larg VI 6 n/2. 
On neglecting exponentially small contributions, Olver has shown that 
Iha) - 
e”‘” m U”(T) 
fi(v* + .s2a2)1’4 .C, 7’ 
K,(sa) - If 
J 
e 
- cl 
f (-&!p, 
2 (v2+s2a2)1’4n=o 
and 
Il(sa) - 
(v’ + s2a2)“4 cc V”(T) 
safi ““:“Jo”“’ 
n (v’ + s2a2)114 
K:(sa) - - 5 
J 
sa e-vco 5 (-1)“!2, 
II = 0 
where 
and for n = 0, 1,2, 3,4 we find that 
385 6 u2=&T2-gT4+-T) 
1152 
75 4563 u,=- 17017 85085 
1024 
.r3--g+- 
5120 9216 
T’--T9, 
82944 
3675 
u4=32768 
580998 
T4----T6+ 
5184036 
245760 
- TX 
589824 
74364290 37182145 I* 
- 
6635520 ‘lo+ 7962624 ’ ’ 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
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v,= 1, 
v,= -;r+gf, 
15 99 455 6 
v,= -128T2+192T4-iiJzT) 
105 5577 5 6545 95095 9 (3.19) v,=-- -T --r7+--.7 
1024r3+5120 3072 82944 ’ 
4725 v,= -- 686634 
32768 T4 + 245760 
- T6 - 58752408 
5898240 
T8 
82192110 r10 40415375 ,* 
+ 6635520 - 7962624 ’ ’ 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF OUR MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we shall derive our main results (1.12)-(1.15) in the 
following cases: 
Case 1. IfO<y,, y2G1 (i.e., y1,y210). 
To discuss this case, we rewrite the function fi(m + f; S) given by (3.9) 
with m + t replaces by v in the form 
m)=( ) 1 +-& Z,(sa) K&a) - c(sa) K:(sa) 
+[$+(l+-$)-$$][l+$.E]-l 
+ [(l + v2/s2a2) - r%‘l .- 
s’a’l”(sa) K:(sa) 
1 +G 4W -’ 
s Z:(sa) 1 
1 -’ 
+ remainder. (4.1) 
On using the asymptotic expansions (3.15) and (3.16) we can show that 
the remainder in (4.1) will be of order 
~(S-le-Wb-4), b>a, (4.2) 
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which is valid for large positive s and for both y 1, yz JO. Consequently, the 
function fi ( V; S) has the asymptotic form 
which is valid for large positive s and for both y,, y2 LO. 
On using the binomial theorem and using the values (3.18) and (3.19), 
we deduce after some reduction that 
f,(,,; s)= (v2+--;2)1’2 5 Al-.(z) ; o(S-le-2s(b&a)), 
n=O v 
” (4.4) 
where 
A - 0, 1.0
A 1,1= u, - v, 
= 4(T - 23), 
A ,,2=2U2+41/,-4U:-1~--U1V,+2Y1Uz(U,- VI) 
=~‘(yla-t)-24(y,a--)--6, 
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and 
A I,3 = -V,+2V,V,-Vi-U,V,+U,Vf-U2V,+U3 
+y,az(2V,-2U,+4U,V,-3Vf-U:)+2y;aZz2(U,-V,) 
=r3(~-ylu+y~a2)+T5(-~+3y,a-y;a2) 
+ z’( 3 - 2y 1 a) - yg?,g. 
Similarly, the functionf,(m + +; S) given by (3.10) with m + f replaced by 
v may be rewritten in the form 
f2(v:s)=( ) 1 +-& Z,(sb) K&b) - I:(sb) Qsb) 
+ remainder. (4.5) 
On using the asymptotic expansions (3.15) and (3.16) with a replaced 
by b and r replaced by q, we can show that the remainder in (4.5) will 
be of the same order (4.2) for large positive s and for both yl, y2 JO. 
Consequently, the function fi(v; s) has the asymptotic form 
f2(v; s) = (v’ + s2b2P2 
2s2b2 
Oz U?I(?) c--T- n=O v 
m Vnbl) C-r- n=O v II I+ Y2h -. V 
O” Un(rl) -1 CT ,n=O v 
* VII(?) cyr n=O Ii 
+ q-le-2S(b--n)), (4.6) 
which is valid for large positive s and for both y1 , y2 JO. 
On using the binomial theorem and using the values (3.18) and (3.19) 
with a replaced by b and r replaced by q, we deduce after some reduction 
that 
f2(v.s)Jv2+s2~2)“2 f 
9 s2b2 
A2,“(?)+O(s~‘e-2”h~a)) 
VV 
9 (4.7) 
fl=O 
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where 
A -0 2,0- Y 
A,,,= -(U,-v,) 
= - f(vr - 1% 
A 2, 2 = -1U:+2V2-tV:+U1V1-2y2b~(V,-U1) 
= V2(Y2b - t, - v4(y2b - t,- $3 
and 
A 2,3=v3-2v~v2+v~+u,v*-u*~+u2v1-u3 
+y,brj’(-2~2+2U2-4U,~L+3~+U;)+2Y;b2~2(~1-U1) 
= -~3(~-Y2b+Yg72)-4+~+3Y26-Yg72) 
-tj’(+22y2b)++9. 
If we insert (4.4) and (4.7) into (3.14) and integrate, then we deduce, 
after inverting Laplace transforms and letting N + cc, that 
K(f) = 
47c(b2 +a’) + 
16nt 12~~,21,,2~~b2(~-3~2)+4~a2(~-3ri,)]+O(r1~2i, 
(4.8) 
which is valid for small positive t and for both y, , y2 JO. 
From (2.6) and (4.8) we arrive at our result (1.12). 
Case 2. IfO<y,<l, ~~$1 (i.e., ~~10, y2fco). 
In this case, we see that the functions fi(v; S) has the same asymptotic 
forms (4.3) and (4.4) which are valid for large positive s and for yI JO and 
y2 t co provided y2 > S. 
On the other hand, the function f2(m + +; S) given by (3.10) with m + $ 
replaced by v may be rewritten in the form 
r,cw=( ) 1 +-& Z,(sb) K&b) - I:(sb) K:,(sb) 
+ remainder. (4.9) 
As we have done above, we can show that the remainder in (4.9) will be 
of the same order (4.2) for large positive s and for y1 LO, y2 7 co provided 
YZ’S. 
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On using (3.15) and (3.16) with a replaced by b and r replaced by q, we 
find that the function (4.9) has the asymptotic form 
f2(v. s) = (v2 + s2b2P2 f 
2s2b2 
n=O ” II=0 Y 
m VT?(?) 
c-77 
n=O v 
‘m U,(r) 
C-T- 
n=O v 
+ o(s-‘e-*+4), 
which is valid for large positive s and for y1 JO, y2 t cc provided y2 > S. 
On using the binomial theorem and using the values (3.18) and (3.19) 
with a replaced by b and r replaced by q, we deduce after some reduction 
that 
f2(v.s)Jv2+S2bZ)“2 O” A2.“(q)+O(s~‘e-2”‘b-o)) , s2b2 c-T--- , (4.11) n=O v 
where, on estimating the terms including the positive integer powers of l/y, 
for y2f co, we obtain 
h2- 1) 
=yb+41), 
2 
-d+,(l), 
0 
A z,*=2u2-; q-4 v;z+ u, v,+ & (-2U,+6U,U2-4U; 
2 
-4V,U,+2V,-2U,q+6V,U;-4U,V2+2V,V2}+o(l) 
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and 
A ,,,=u~-2u~u~+u~+v,u*-v*u:+u,v*-vv3 
-4V,U3+12V1U,Uz-W,U;-4U2Vz+6U;V2-4U,V3 
+2V‘,-22U,-4UI I’, Vz+2V, V,> +o(l) 
=$(;-&)+q( -p+$-)+$($-g) 
where 
--$“+o(l), 
o(l)= WY;*) as y2f ~0. 
If we insert (4.4) and (4.11) into (3.14) and integrate, then we deduce, after 
inverting Laplace transforms and letting N+ co, that 
Ktt)= -44b2-a2-2%‘)+ (4nb2(llb)+4~a2(lla-3~,)) +otr,,2) 
167lt 12n3”p 
(4.12) 
which is valid for small positive t and for yi 10, yz t co. 
From (2.6) and (4.12) we arrive at our result ( 1.13). 
Case 3. Ify,Bl,O<y,<l (i.e., yrtco, ~~10). 
In this case, we see that the function f2(v; S) has the same asumptotic 
forms (4.6) and (4.7) which are valid for large positive s and for y, T cc and 
y2 10 provided y, > S. 
On the other hand, the function f,(m + 4; s) is given by (3.9) with 1z1+  
replaced by v may be rewritten in the form 
hW=( ) 1 +-& Z,(sa) K,(sa) - I:(sa) K:(sa) 
+ [ Cl+3 ;c&9] [l+;.ckJJ 
71a y 
+[$(l+&)el]m[l+~ c(sa)i-’ 
.- 
s2a2Z,(sa) K,(m) y1 Lt.4 
1 - I + remainder. (4.13) 
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As we have done above, we can show that the remainder in (4.13) will be of 
the same order (4.2) for large positive s and for y, t co, yz JO provided 
y, >s. On using (3.15) and (3.16), we find that the function (4.13) has the 
asymptotic form 
r,(v;s)~~v2;~2~)1’2 f ~~o(-l,dg 
1 
n=O v V 
m V”(7) m 
+ c v”nlxo(-l) 
” V,(7) 
n=O 
y” 
i 
m V,(7) c,;;- 
+2 V+=o yla7 O” U,(7) Ix-;;;- 
n=O 
Ii l+L. yla7 
4(1-&T) 
- 
O3 U,(7) m 
CY 
n=O v 
npny 
cc Vn(7) c--T 
n=O v 
m U,(7) 
C-T- 
iI=0 v 1 
-1 
I 
-1 
which is valid for large positive s and for yr t co, y2 JO provided y1 > S. 
On using the binomial theorem and using the values (3.18) and (3.19), 
we deduce after some reduction that 
where, on estimating the terms including the positive integer powers of l/y, 
for y1 t co, we get 
A ,,o=~wud+o(l) 
(b- 1) 
=y,a+ow 
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A I,,= - u, + v, - --&(311;+ v:-2U,-4U,V,+2~~/,)+0(1) 
1 
1 1 TS 
= -;+r3 --- +G+0(1), ( > 2 YlO 
A 1.2=4U~-~LI:+2V*-~y:-I/,vI- j-J& (2U3 - IOU, u, + 4u; 
+8V,u,-2V,-2u,I+21/,u:+2V,V,)+0(1) 
and 
A ,.3= -u,+2u1uz-u;- v,lJ>+ v,U~-U,Vz+ v,-- ’ (3u;+W; 
ylaz 
+3U#+G-2U4+6U,U3-12U;U,-4V,U,+12V,U,Uz 
-8V,U;-4UzVz+6UfVz-4U, V,+2V4-2y:U,-4U, V, v, 
+2V,V,)+o(l) 
where 
o(l)= w;2) as y1 t ~0. 
If we insert (4.7) and (4.15) into (3.14) and integrate, then we deduce, after 
inverting Laplace transforms and letting N-+ co, that 
K(t)=47@2-a2+2air11)+ {4nb2(l/~-3y,)+4’m2(l/a)) +O(ti,2) 
167rt 1 zn 315 112 9 
(4.16) 
which is valid for small positive t and for y 1 t co, y2 JO. 
From (2.6) and (4.16) we arrive at our result (1.14). 
Case 4. If y1,y2% 1 (i.e., y1,y2rco). 
In this case, we deduce for large positive s and for both y, , y2 t co that 
the function f,(v; S) has the same forms (4.14), (4.15) and the function 
f2(v; S) has the same forms (4.10), (4.11) provided y,, y2 > S. 
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If we insert (4.15) and (4.11) into (3.14) and integrate, then we deduce, 
after inverting Laplace transforms and letting N+ co, that 
K(t) = ~47c{b*+.* -2(ay;‘+ by;‘)} + {4nb2(l/b)+4Ra2(l/a)} 
167~ ~~312p 
+ o(P), 
(4.17) 
which is valid for small positive t and for both y,, y2 7 co. 
From (2.6) and (4.17) we arrive at our result (1.15). 
Finally, we close this paper with the following remarks: 
(1) The order term O(SC’C*~(~-~)) in formulae (4.4), (4.7), (4.11), 
and (4.15) is exponentially small, for large positive S, and therefore 
asymptotically negligible, and it plays no part in determining the behavior 
of Q(t) for small positive t. 
(2) In formulae (4.11) and (4.15) we neglected asymptotically the 
terms including the positive integer powers of l/y, and l/y’ because they 
are sufficiently small for y2 t co and y, T co, respectively. 
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